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ABSTRACT Telecare medical information system (TMIS) implemented in wireless body area network

(WBAN) is convenient and time-saving for patients and doctors. TMIS is realized using wearable devices

worn by a patient, and wearable devices generate patient health data and transmit them to a server through

a public channel. Unfortunately, a malicious attacker can attempt performing various attacks through such a

channel. Therefore, establishing a secure authentication process between a patient and a server is essential.

Moreover, wearable devices have limited storage power. Cloud computing can be considered to resolve

this problem by providing a storage service in the TMIS environment. In this environment, access control

of the patient health data is essential for the quality of healthcare. Furthermore, the database of the cloud

server is a major target for an attacker. The attacker can try to modify, forge, or delete the stored data. To

resolve these problems, we propose a secure authentication protocol for a cloud-assisted TMIS with access

control using blockchain. We employ ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) to establish

access control for health data stored in the cloud server, and apply blockchain to guarantee data integrity.

To prove robustness of the proposed protocol, we conduct informal analysis and Burrows-Adabi-Needham

(BAN) logic analysis, and we formally validate the proposed protocol using automated validation of internet

security protocols and applications (AVISPA). Consequently, we show that the proposed protocol provides

more security and has better efficiency compared to related protocols. Therefore, the proposed protocol is

proper for a practical TMIS environment.

INDEX TERMS Attribute-based encryption, bilinear pairing, blockchain, cloud computing, mutual

authentication and key agreement, telecare medical information system

I. INTRODUCTION

Telecare medical information system (TMIS) implemented

in wireless body area network (WBAN) is a rising service

that enables doctors to diagnose patients remotely [1]. In

a TMIS environment, WBAN nodes are wearable devices

worn by a patient that generate the health data including

the blood pressure, body temperature, and the heart rate.

Then, these devices transmit health data to a server through

a public channel. However, a malicious attacker can attempt

performing various attacks including replay and imperson-

ation attacks through a public channel. Therefore, a patient

and a server must be securely authenticated each other [2],

[3], [4]. Furthermore, wearable devices have limited storage

power, and therefore, it is difficult to store an entire set of the

health data generated in real time [5], [6]. Cloud computing

can offer sufficient storage service for WBAN nodes. By
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means of cloud computing, patients can transmit their health

data to the cloud server, and doctors can make diagnosis

relying on the health data in the cloud server.

However, patients should be able to determine which doc-

tors can access to their health data to get better TMIS service.

Therefore, access control is an indispensable requirement in

cloud-assisted TMIS environment. Attribute-based encryp-

tion (ABE) [7] is a widely-used encryption technique that

provides fine-grained access control. Under other encryption

methods, a plaintext is encrypted with a public key and a

user who has the corresponding private key can decrypt the

ciphertext. However, under ABE, a plaintext is encrypted

under a set of attributes, and the users who have proper

attribute sets can decrypt a ciphertext. ABE is categorized

into key-policy ABE (KP-ABE) [8] and ciphertext-policy

ABE (CP-ABE) [9]. In KP-ABE, users have attribute keys

associated with their access structure. If an attribute set of

a ciphertext satisfies the access structure of a user’s key, the

user can decrypt the ciphertext. In CP-ABE, each ciphertext

is encrypted associated with an access structure set by an

encrypter. A user can decrypt a ciphertext only if the user’s

attributes set satisfies the access structure of the ciphertext.

Accordingly, the patients can determine access structures of

their health data using CP-ABE, and therefore, CP-ABE is

more proper for TMIS environment compared with KP-ABE.

Furthermore, the database of the cloud server can be a

major target for an attacker because it is a centralized sys-

tem [10]. If an attacker intrudes the database of the cloud

server and modifies, forges, or deletes stored data, it can

cause serious issues to patients. Blockchain technology [11]

as a distributed ledger can be considered as a solution for

the centralized problem assiociated with the cloud server.

Under this technology, every transaction is recorded in the

ledger, and ledgers are chained with hash values to form

the blockchain. As every participant of the blockchain keeps

the ledgers, an attacker cannot change the transactions on

the blockchain. However, the public blockchain model [11]

consumes an amount of computation cost because every

node in the blockchain participates in a consensus process,

and it can cause scalability problem. Therefore, numerous

researchers utilized consortium blockchain for cloud-based

medical environment [12], [13], [14]. In these schemes, the

cloud server stores health data, and the related data such as

a keyword, a hash, an address of the data are recorded on

the blockchain. These schemes utilize the cloud server for

data storage and apply consortium blockchain so that data in-

tegrity and scalablilty is guaranteed. However, these schemes

[12], [13], [14] do not deal with the mutual authentication

and key agreement process. Therefore, we design a secure

authentication protocol in a cloud-assisted TMIS. Moreover,

we adopt blockchain technology for data integrity of the

cloud server and CP-ABE to realize access control for health

data stored in the cloud server.

A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

The main contributions of this paper are in the following

manners:

• We propose a secure authentication protocol for a cloud-

assisted TMIS with access control using blockchain.

The cloud server stores the health data, and the

blockchain stores the related data including a hash, an

address, and an access tree of health data.

• We apply consortium blockchain to ensure data integrity

and to provide scalability, and we adopt the CP-ABE

to establish access control for health data. Patients es-

tablish access structure so only doctors who satisfy the

access structure can access the patients’ health data.

• We conduct informal analysis to demonstrate that the

proposed protocol provides a variety of security fea-

tures, and we perform BAN logic for proving that the

proposed protocol attains mutual authentication.

• We employ AVISPA to demonstrate that the proposed

protocol is safe. Moreover, we make a comparison of

computation and communication costs, and security

features between the proposed protocol and the related

protocols.

B. PAPER ORGANIZATION

We present previous works related to our system in Section II,

and we explain preliminaries in Section III. Section IV and

Section V demonstrate the system model and the proposed

scheme, respectively. Section VI analyzes the proposed pro-

tocol in terms of security. In Section VII, we make a per-

formance comparison between the proposed protocol and the

related protocols. Section VIII presents the conclusion of this

paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In past decades, many researchers proposed secure authen-

tication schemes for WBAN. Liu et al. [15] introduced an

anonymous authentication for WBAN using bilinear pairing.

However, Zhao [16] indicated that the scheme presented in

[15] could not defend from stolen-verifier attack and guaran-

tee user anonymity. Zhao suggested an authentication scheme

using elliptic curve cryptosystem for efficiency. Nevertheless,

Wang and Zhang [17] showed that the scheme presented

in [16] used constant user identity, and it could not offer

user anonymity. Wang and Zhang used bilinear pairing and

developed an improved scheme. Wang and Zhang asserted

that their scheme ensures user anonymity and resists im-

personation attack. But, Jiang et al. [18] indicated that the

scheme presented in [17] could not defend from imperson-

ation attack and proposed an enhanced scheme which could

resist the user impersonation attack and provide mutual au-

thentication. Mwitende et al. [19] indicated that the scheme

presented in [18] was centralized and was not able to offer

data verifiability. Mwitende et al. utilized certificateless ring

signature in blockchain-based WBANs to enable decentral-

ization and data verifiability. In recent years, Liu et al. [20]

suggested a two-layer authentication scheme that provides
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various security features. Chen and Peng [21] proposed au-

thentication scheme using asymmetric bilinear pairing. How-

ever, the schemes in [20] and [21] have same vulnerabilities

with the scheme proposed in [18]. Khatoon et al. [22] also

suggested a privacy-preserved key agreement protocol in a

TMIS environment. However, Nikooghadam and Amintoosi

[23] indicated that the scheme presented in [22] was prone

to known session-specific temporary information attack and

could not ensure perfect forward secrecy. Chatterjee et al.

[24] suggested an authentication scheme with access control

in TMIS environment. However, including the scheme in

[24], the schemes designed in [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [22],

[20], [21] were not cloud-based. Therefore, they encountered

difficulties in storing health-related data.

In recent years, many cloud-assisted TMIS authentication

schemes were introduced. Chen et al. [25] suggested an

authentication protocol in a cloud-based medical environ-

ment. However, Chiou et al. [26] indicated that the scheme

presented in [25] failed to fulfill the telemedicine and could

not support patient anonymity. Chiou et al. compensated the

security flaws of the scheme presented in [25], and suggested

an improved scheme in a telemedicine environment. How-

ever, Mohit et al. [27] indicated that the scheme presented in

[26] could not guarantee patient anonymity and resist stolen

smart device attack. Mohit et al. suggested a standard mutual

authentication scheme in the same environment. Neverthe-

less, Li et al. [28] revealed that the scheme presented in [27]

was not able to support patient untraceability and anonymity.

Li et al. proposed an enhanced scheme that resolved the flaws

of the scheme presented in the scheme [27]. Nevertheless,

these schemes [25], [26], [27], [28] could not guarantee data

integrity and realize fine-grained access control of health

data.

In recent years, numerous researchers applied blockchain

technology and ABE to the cloud-based medical environ-

ment. Guo et al. [29] employed blockchain technology in

cloud-based EHR system. Guo et al. also utilized multi-

authorities to resist collusion attack, and attribute-based sig-

nature for hiding information about patients. Guo et al.

[30] proposed blockchain-based ABE protocol with multi-

authorities in telemedicine system. However, in their scheme,

patients should keep the attribute keys on their own, and

it is not suitable for a real environment. Wang and Song

[31] used ABE and blockchain to bulid a cloud computing

based EHR sharing system. Wang and Song utilized ID-

based cryptosystem and attribute-based cryptosystem for the

medical data integrity and confidentiality. Yang et al. [32] uti-

lized decentralized attribute-based signature and outsourced

decryption ABE to improve the efficiency of the scheme

presented in [31]. Their scheme consumes less computation

cost compared to the scheme presented in the scheme [31].

However, these schemes [29], [30], [31], [32] do not deal

with the mutual authentication and session key agreement

process.

III. PRELIMINARY

We describe the preliminaries to facilitate readability of this

paper.

A. ACCESS STRUCTURE

We utilize access tree presented in [9] as the access

structure. Let Γ be an access tree, then Γ contains

(ν, nν , vν , par(ν), ind(ν)). To explain each notation, ν de-

notes a node of Γ. If ν is an internal node, then ν is a threshold

gate represented as AND and OR, and if ν is a leaf node,

then ν is an attribute. nν denotes the number of childnodes

of ν, vν denotes a threshold value of ν, par(ν) denotes a

parent node of ν, and ind(ν) is unique index of ν. When ν is

an internal node and if nν = vν , then ν is an AND gate, and

If vν = 1, then ν is an OR gate. If ν is a leaf node, ν is an

attribute and vν = 1. To satisfy the access tree Γ with set of

attributes att(k), att(k) must satisfy the threshold gate of the

root node γ of Γ. In the first case, if γ is an attribute and the

corresponding key is in att(k), it satisfies access tree. In the

second case, if γ is a threshold gate with childnodes being

attributes, then if att(k) satisfies the threshold gate of γ, it

satisfies access tree. In the other cases such as γ is a threshold

gate with childnodes are also threshold gates, it can be solved

with applying the method of the second case recursively.

B. BILINEAR PAIRING

Let G1 and G2 be cyclic groups with a large prime order q,

and they are an additive group and a multiplicative group,

respectively. A bilinear map ě : G1 ×G1 → G2 satisfies the

following conditions [33]:

• Bilinearity: ∀P,Q ∈ G1, and ∀a, b ∈ Z∗
p , ě(aP, bQ) =

ě(P,Q)ab.

• Non-degeneracy: ∃P,Q ∈ G1, such that ě(P,Q) 6=
1G1

, where 1G1
is the identity element in G1.

• Efficiency : ∀P,Q ∈ G1, ě(P,Q) can be calculated in

polynomial time.

C. BLOCKCHAIN

To be suitable for a cloud-assisted TMIS environment,

blockchain network should provide scalability and have de-

centralized characteristics. Blockchain can be categorized

into public blockchain, private blockchain, and consortium

blockchain [34]. Public blockchain such as bitcoin has diffi-

culty to apply it to a TMIS environment because the whole

nodes should participate in a consensus process. It demands

an amount of computation cost and encounters the scalability

problem. Private blockchain is managed by an authorized

organization. Therefore, it requires low computation cost and

provides scalability but it has centralized characteristics [35].

Consortium blockchain is partially decentralized because it

is managed by several consortium nodes that consent trans-

actions in blockchain. In consortium blockchain, only autho-

rized nodes can get access to ledgers or upload transactions to

the blockchain. Consortium blockchain is decentralized com-

pared to private blockchain and provide scalability compared
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to public blockchain. Therefore, consortium blockchain is

deemed suitable for a cloud-assisted TMIS environment.

D. ADVERSARY MODEL

We consider the widely-used “Dolev-Yao (DY) threat model”

[36], [37], [38] for analyzing security of the proposed authen-

tication protocol. The capabilities of an adversary model can

be defined in the following manner:

• An attacker has the entire control of the messages

transmitted through a public channel. The attacker can

eavesdrop, modify, forge, and delete messages.

• An attacker can obtain the smart card of a patient. The

attacker can attempt the power analysis attack [39], [40]

to get the stored values in the smart card.

• An attacker can guess either the identity or the password

of a patient, but cannot guess both of them simultane-

ously.

• An attacker can attempt diverse attacks such as replay,

man-in-the middle (MITM), session key disclosure, im-

personation attacks, etc. [41].

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

We describe a system model of the cloud-assisted TMIS with

access control using blockchain in Figure 1. The proposed

model comprises five entities: a trusted authority (TA), a

cloud server, a patient, a doctor, and blockchain. TA is

defined as a trusted entity and initializes the system. The

cloud server stores health data of patients and diagnosis

results provided by doctors and uploads transactions about

the stored data. A patient uploads the personal health data

encrypted with ABE for being diagnosed. If a doctor satisfies

the access tree of the health data stored in the cloud server,

the doctor can request the cloud server to get the health data.

Health centers and local hospitals organize the consortium

blockchain. Patients and doctors can read the ledgers of the

blockchain and the cloud server can upload transactions to

the blockchain. The detailed descriptions of the entities are

as below.

• TA: TA is a trusted entity that corresponds to a higher

level of institution compared with general hospitals and

health centers. TA acts as a registration and key gener-

ation center for participants including patients, doctors,

and the cloud server.

• Cloud Server: The cloud server has a sufficient storage

ability to store the health data of patients and doc-

tors. However, the cloud server is a centralized storage

system, and therefore, it can be a major target for a

malicious attacker. The malicious attacker can attempt

to access the data stored in the database and tamper or

forge it. Therefore, as soon as the data upload process

is completed, the cloud server transmits the address,

hash, and the access tree of the data to the blockchain.

Consequently, doctors and patients can verify that the

data from the cloud server are not corrupted using the

blockchain.

FIGURE 1. System model of cloud-assisted TMIS using blockchain

• Patient: Patients wearing medical devices transmit their

health data to the cloud server via a public channel.

Therefore, a patient has to authenticate to the cloud

before uploading the data. During the authentication

process, an attacker must not be able to obtain the per-

sonal data of the patient using transmitted messages. In

addition, the patient data stored in the cloud server must

be protected. Therefore, the patient sets the access tree

of the data and sends the encrypted data with the access

tree to the cloud server. Furthermore, when patients

checkup their diagnosis, they can verify whether the

data are corrupted using the hash of the data obtained

from the blockchain.

• Doctor: Doctors can request the patient health data from

the cloud server, and doctors should be able to obtain the

health data appropriate for their capabilities. Therefore,

each doctor is issued attribute keys from TA related to

their field, location, affiliation, or etc. After receiving at-

tribute keys from TA, the doctor’s identity and attributes

are stored in the blockchain. The doctor can read the

blockchain and obtain a hash and access tree of health

data stored in the cloud server. If a doctor satisfies the

access tree of the data, the doctor can request the data

from the cloud server. After obtaining the data from

the cloud server, the doctor can verify whether the data

are corrupted using the hash of the data. Thereafter,

the doctor can decrypt the data using attribute keys and

upload the diagnostic results to the cloud server.

• Blockchain: Consortium blockchain is realized in the

proposed scheme. Health centers and local hospitals

4 VOLUME 4, 2016
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constitute consortium blockchain. Blockchain transac-

tions contain the public key of the data uploader, ad-

dress, hash, and the access tree of the data, which are

related with the data stored in the cloud server. Consor-

tium nodes consent these transactions using the Proof-

of-Authority (PoA) algorithm [42]. Only consortium

nodes participate in the consensus process so that it

consumes low computation cost and provides scalabil-

ity. In the blockchain, doctors and patients can read

ledgers, and the cloud server can upload transactions.

Furthermore, the doctors’ identities and attributes are

managed within the blockchain. If a doctor requests the

data from the cloud server, then it confirms whether the

doctor’s attributes satisfy the access tree of the requested

data through the blockchain. If the condition is satisfied,

the cloud server sends the data to the doctor.

V. PROPOSED SCHEME

We propose a secure authentication scheme for a cloud-

assisted TMIS with access control using blockchain. The pro-

posed protocol includes initialization, registration, key gen-

eration, authentication, data upload, treatment, and checkup.

Table 1 represents the notations of the proposed protocol. In

order to protect replay attack, we use both random numbers

(secrets) along with the current timestamps generated by

the entities in TMIS. It is then assumed that the entities

in the network will be synchronized with their clocks. It

becomes a typical assumption that is applied in many recent

authentication protocols [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48],

[49], [50], [51], [52], [53].

TABLE 1. Notations and their meanings

Notation Description

Pi, Dk i-th patient and k-th doctor

CS The cloud server

IDi, PWi Identity and password of Pi

SCi Smart card of Pi

ri, rCS Random numbers generated by Pi and CS

sTA, α Secret keys of TA

ě Bilinear map ě : G1 ×G1 → G2

PKi, PKCS Public keys of Pi and CS

h(·) Hash function {0, 1}∗ → Zq

H(·) Map-to-point hash function {0, 1}∗ → G1

ATTk Attributes of Dk

attk Attribute private keys of Dk

SIDi Secret Identity of Pi

SKi−CS Session key between Pi and CS

Γ, γ Access tree and the root node

⊕ XOR operation

|| Concatenation operation

A. INITIALIZATION

The system initialization phase is conducted by TA. TA gen-

erates G1 as an additive cyclic group and G2 as a multiplica-

tive cyclic group with the same order q, e : G1×G1 → G2 as

a bilinear map, and generates sTA, α ∈ Z∗
q , a generator P ∈

G1, and hash functions h : {0, 1}∗ → Zq , H : {0, 1}∗ →
G1. Then, TA generates a public key PKTA = sTA ∗ P

where sTA ∗P denotes the “elliptic curve point (scalar) mul-

tiplication of the point P in G1” and computes Q = P
sTA

for

generating attribute keys, and ě(P, P )α for decryption. TA

publishes (e,G1, G2, PKTA, P,Q, ě(P, P )α, q, h,H) and

keeps (sTA, α) as secret keys.

B. KEY GENERATION

In the key generation phase, Dk with attributes ATTk is

issued attribute keys from TA.

• Step 1: Dk with attributes ATTk is in the hospital j that

corresponds to a consortium node. Hospital j securely

sends a request message (IDj , IDk, ATTk) to TA for

key generation.

• Step 2: After TA receives the message (IDj , IDk, ATTk),
TA generates a random rk ∈ Z∗

q and computes

sk = h(IDk||sTA), and Ak = Q(α + rk) and for all

s ∈ ATTk, TA generates a random number rks
∈ Z∗

q ,

and computes Aks
= rkP +rks

H(s), and A
′

ks
= rks

P .

Then TA securely sends the doctor’s private key sk and

attribute keys attk = (Ak, Aks
, A

′

ks
) to hospital j.

• Step 3: Hospital j computes PKk = skP , sends

(sk, attk) to Dk and uploads (IDk, PKk, ATTk) to the

blockchain.

C. REGISTRATION

Pi and CS register to TA for participating in the network.

Figure 2 represents the registration phase of the proposed

protocol.

• Patient registration: Pi generates ai ∈ Z∗
q , computes

HIDi = h(IDi||ai), and then transmits HIDi to

TA securely. Then, TA computes SIDi = (HIDi ∗
sTA) ∗ PKTA, and stores HIDi in the secure mem-

ory. Thereafter, TA sends SCi with {SIDi} to Pi

securely. Pi generates bi ∈ Z∗
q , computes HPWi =

h(IDi||PWi||ai), Ai = h(IDi||PWi) ⊕ ai, Bi =
HPWi ⊕ bi, Ci = SIDi ⊕ bi ∗ P , and Regi =
h(ai||bi||HPWi||SIDi). Next, Pi replaces SIDi with

(Ai, Bi, Ci, Regi) in SCi.

• Cloud server registration: CS generates aCS ∈
Z∗
q , computes PIDCS = IDCS ⊕ aCS and sends

(PIDCS , aCS) to TA securely. Then, TA computes

PIDCS ⊕ aCS = IDCS , and sCS = h(sTA||IDCS).
After that, TA stores (PIDCS , aCS) and retrieves

(HIDi) in the secure memory. Next, TA securely

sends (sCS , HIDi) to CS. Afterwards, CS computes

PKCS = sCS ∗ P as a public key, computes CIDi =
h(HIDi||sCS), and stores CIDi in the database.

D. AUTHENTICATION

In the authentication phase, Pi and CS authenticate each

other and establish a session key SKi−CS . Figure 3 repre-

sents the authentication between Pi and CS.

• Step 1: Pi inputs ID∗
i and PW ∗

i into SCi. Then,

SCi computes a∗i = Ai ⊕ h(ID∗
i ||PW ∗

i ), HID∗
i =

h(ID∗
i ||a

∗
i ), HPW ∗

i = h(ID∗
i ||PW ∗

i ||a
∗
i ), b

∗
i = Bi ⊕
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Pi TA
Chooses IDi and PWi

Generates a random number ai ∈ Z∗
q

Computes HIDi = h(IDi||ai)
(HIDi)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Computes SIDi = (HIDi ∗ sTA) ∗ PKTA

Stores HIDi in secure memory
Stores SIDi in smart card SCi

(SCi)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Generates a random number bi ∈ Z∗
q

Computes HPWi = h(IDi||PWi||ai)
Ai = h(IDi||PWi)⊕ ai

Bi = HPWi ⊕ bi
Ci = SIDi ⊕ bi ∗ P
Regi = h(ai||bi||HPWi||SIDi)
Replaces (SIDi) with (Ai, Bi, Ci, Regi)
in SCi

CS TA
Generates a random number aCS ∈ Z∗

q

Computes PIDCS = IDCS ⊕ aCS

(PIDCS ,aCS)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Computes IDCS = PIDCS ⊕ aCS

sCS = h(sTA||IDCS)
Stores (PIDCS , aCS) in secure memory
Retrieves HIDi from secure memory

(sCS ,HIDi)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

sCS is a secret key
PKCS = sCS ∗ P is a public key
Computes CIDi = h(HIDi||sCS)
Stores CIDi in the database

FIGURE 2. Registration phase of Pi and CS

HPW ∗
i , and SID∗

i = Ci ⊕ b∗i ∗ P . Next, the SCi

checks whether Regi
?
= h(a∗i ||b

∗
i ||HPW ∗

i ||SID
∗
i ). If

this equality holds, Pi is logged in SCi.

• Step 2: SCi generates a random secret ri ∈ Z∗
q and cur-

rent timestamp T1, and calculates the public key PKi =
(ai ∗ ri)∗P . Then, it computes Xi = (ai ∗ ri)∗PKCS ,
Di = HIDi⊕h(Xi), Li1 = h(Xi||HIDi||T1||IDCS),
and PIDi = SIDi ∗Li1. Thereafter, Pi sends the mes-

sage (PKi, Di, P IDi, T1) to CS via public channel.

• Step 3: After CS receives (PKi, Di, P IDi, T1),
checks the validity of received timestamp T1 by the

condition: |T1−T
∗
1 | < ∆T , where T ∗

1 is the “time when

the message was received” and ∆T represents the “max-

imum transmission delay associated with a message”. If

it is valid, CS computes Xi = PKi ∗ sCS , HIDi =

h(Xi) ⊕ Di, and matches h(HIDi||sCS)
?
= CIDi in

the database. If this equality holds, Pi is registered.

• Step 4: Next, CS computes Li1 = h(Xi ||HIDi ||T1

||IDCS) and checks ě(PIDi, PKCS)
?
= ě((HIDi ∗

Li1) ∗ PKTA, PKTA). If this equality holds, Pi is

authenticated. Then, CS generates a random secret

rCS ∈ Z∗
q and current timestamp T2, and then computes

RCS = rCS ∗ P , VCS = rCS ∗ PKi, SKi−CS =
h(HIDi ||VCS ||Xi) and Li2 = h(VCS ||SKi−CS

||IDCS ||T2). Thereafter, CS sends the message (RCS ,

Li2, T2) to Pi via open channel.

• Step 5: After receiving the message (RCS , Li2, T2),
Pi first checks the validity of received timestamp T2

by the condition: |T2 − T ∗
2 | < ∆T , where T ∗

2 is the

“time when the message was received”. If the timestamp

validation passes, Pi computes VCS = (ai ∗ ri) ∗ RCS

and SKi−CS = h(HIDi ||VCS ||Xi). After that, Pi

checks Li2
?
= h(VCS ||SKi−CS ||IDCS ||T2). If this

equality holds, the session key SKi−CS is established

between Pi and CS.

E. DATA UPLOAD

After the authentication phase, Pi can upload the health data

HDi to CS.

• Step 1: Pi selects access tree Γ. Then, γ is a root of

Γ and Pi selects random polynomial qγ(x) with degree

dγ = vγ − 1. Thereafter, Pi chooses a random number

xi, sets xi = qγ(0), and chooses dγ other nodes ran-

domly to complete the polynomial. Pi computes Ci1 =
HDi ∗ ě(P, P )αxi , and Ci2 = PKTA ∗ xi. Next, for

other nodes y of Γ, Pi sets qy(0) = qpar(y)(ind(y)), and

chooses dy other points randomly to complete polyno-

mial qy(x). After that, Pi computes Cil = P ∗ql(0), and

C
′

il = H(att(l)) ∗ ql(0) for all leaf nodes l of Γ. The ci-

phertext is defined as CTi = (Γ, Ci1, Ci2, Cil, C
′

il), and
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Pi CS
Inputs ID∗

i and PW ∗
i to SCi

SCi computes a∗
i = Ai ⊕ h(ID∗

i ||PW ∗
i ),

HID∗
i = h(ID∗

i ||a
∗
i ),

HPW ∗
i = h(ID∗

i ||PW ∗
i ||a

∗
i ),

b∗i = HPW ∗
i ⊕Bi,

SID∗
i = Ci ⊕ b∗i ∗ P

Checks Regi
?
= h(a∗

i ||b
∗
i ||HPW ∗

i ||SID
∗
i )

Generates a random number ri ∈ Z∗
q ,

current timestamp T1

Computes PKi = (ai ∗ ri) ∗ P ,
Computes Xi = (ai ∗ ri) ∗ PKCS ,
Di = HIDi ⊕ h(Xi),
Li1 = h(Xi||HIDi||T1||IDCS),
PIDi = SIDi ∗ Li1

{PKi,Di,PIDi,T1}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Checks if |T1 − T ∗
1 | < ∆T ?

If valid, computes Xi = PKi ∗ sCS ,
HIDi = h(Xi)⊕Di

Matches h(HIDi||sCS)
?
= CIDi

in the database
Computes Li1 = h(Xi||HIDi||T1||IDCS)

Checks ě(PIDi, P )
?
=

ě((HIDi ∗ Li1) ∗ PKTA, PKTA)

Generates a random number rCS ∈ Z∗
q ,

current timestamp T2

Computes RCS = rCS ∗ P ,
VCS = rCS ∗ PKi,
SKi−CS = h(HIDi||VCS ||Xi),
Li2 = h(VCS ||SKi−CS ||IDCS ||T2)

{RCS ,Li2,T2}
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Checks if |T2 − T ∗
2 | < ∆T ?

If valid, computes VCS = (ai ∗ ri) ∗RCS ,
SKi−CS = h(HIDi||VCS ||Xi)

Checks Li2
?
= h(VCS ||SKi−CS ||IDCS ||T2)

FIGURE 3. Authentication phase between Pi and CS

Pi sends ((CTi, T3)SKi−CS
, h(IDCS ||PKi||CTi||T3))

to CS.

• Step 2: After CS receives the message, CS checks

timestamp T3, decrypts (CTi||T3), and verifies

h(IDCS ||PKi||CTi||T3)
?
= h(IDCS ||PKi||CTi||T3).

If this equality holds, CS stores CTi in the database

and addi set as a data record address of CTi. After

that, CS uploads (PKi,Γ, h(CTi||PKi), addi) to the

blockchain.

F. TREATMENT

Dk can request HDi from the cloud server through the

transaction obtained from the blockchain.

• Step 1: If Dk obtains transaction (Pi,Γ, h(CTi||Pi),
addi) and has access to the corresponding data, they can

request the data from CS. Dk generates random rk ∈
Z∗
q , and then computes M1 = (IDk||addk||rk||T4) +

sk ∗ PKCS , and M2 = h(IDk||addi||rk). Thereafter,

Dk sends a request message (M1,M2, T4) to CS.

• Step 2: After CS receives (M1,M2, T4), CS computes

(IDk||addi||rk||T4) = M1 − sCS ∗ PKk, and checks

M2
?
= h(IDk||addi||rk). Then, CS retrieves IDk from

the blockchain, and confirms whether ATTk satisfies

access tree of CTi. If this condition is satisfied, CS
computes M3 = (CTi||T5) + sCS ∗ PKk, and sends

(M3, T5) to Dk.

• Step 3: Dk receives the message and computes

(CTi||T5) = M3 − sk ∗ PKCS . Then, it checks

h(CTi||PKi)
?
= h(CTi||PKi) obtained from the

blockchain. If the root node γ is a leaf node, Dk

computes ě(Aks
, Ciγ) and ě(A

′

ks
, C

′

iγ). Thereafter, Dk

calculates
ě(Aks ,Ciγ)

ě(A
′

ks
,C

′

iγ)
= ě(P, P )rkqγ(0) = K, and

computes CI1

ě(Ci2,Ak)/K
= HDi.

Correctness:

ě(Aks
, Ciγ)

ě(A
′

ks
, C

′

iγ)
=

ě(rkP + rks
H(att(γ)), qγ(0)P )

ě(rks
P,H(att(γ))qγ(0))
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=
ě(rkP, qγ(0)P )ě(rks

H(att(γ)), qγ(0)P )

ě(rks
P,H(att(γ))qγ(0))

=
ě(P, P )rkqγ(0)ě(H(att(γ)), P )rksqγ(0)

ě(P,H(att(γ)))rksqγ(0)

= ě(P, P )rkqγ(0) = K

When γ is a threshold gate and childnodes are attributes,

we define some notations for convenience of calcula-

tion. cγ is a set of childnodes of γ, and Lagrange coeffi-

cient ∆ind(l),cγ (x) = Πj∈cγ ,ind(j) 6=ind(l)
x−ind(j)

ind(l)−ind(j) .

First, Dk calculates
ě(Aks ,Cil)

ě(A
′

ks
,C

′

il
)
= ě(P, P )rkql(0) = Kl

for all leaf nodes l. Next, Dk computes

∏

l

K
∆ind(l),cγ (0)

l =
∏

l

(ě(P, P )rkql(0))∆ind(l),cγ (0)

=
∏

l

(ě(P, P )rkqγ(ind(l)))∆ind(l),cγ (0)

= ě(P, P )rkqγ(0) = K

Then, Dk computes

Ci1

ě(Ci2, Ak)/K
=

HDi ∗ ě(P, P )αxi

ě(xiPKTA, Q(α+ rk))/K

=
HDi ∗ ě(P, P )αxi

ě(P, P )xi(α+rk)/K
= HDi

• Step 4: Dk generates diagnosis Digk and computes

M4 = (IDk||Digk||PKi) + sk ∗ PKi,M5 =
h(IDk||Digk||PKi),M6 = (IDk||Ri||M4||M5)+sk∗
PKCS , and M7 = h(M4||M5||T6). Then, Dk sends

(M6,M7, T6) to CS.

• Step 5: CS computes (IDk||PKi||M4||M5) = M6 −

sCS ∗ PKi, and checks M7
?
= h(M4||M5||T6). If this

equality holds, CS stores M4 in the database, generates

data address addk, and uploads (PKi, IDk,M5, addk)
to the blockchain.

G. CHECKUP

Pi can obtain the diagnosis result Digk from the cloud server.

• Step 1: Pi obtains (PKi, IDk,M5, addk) from the

blockchain. Pi computes M8 = (PKi||addk)SKi−CS
,

and M9 = h(PKi||addk||T7). Then, Pi sends

(M8,M9, T7) to CS.

• Step 2: If CS receives the message, CS decrypts

(PKi||addk) and checks M9
?
= h(PKi||addk||T7).

If this equality holds, CS computes M10 =
(M4||M5||T8)SKi−CS

, and sends (M10, T8) to Pi

• Step 3: Thereafter, Pi decrypts (M4||M5||T8), and com-

putes (IDk||Digk||PKi) = M4−si ∗PKk. Finally, Pi

checks M5
?
= h(IDk||Digk||PKi).

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed protocol

defeats a variety of attacks using informal analysis, and we

implement formal analysis including the “Burrows–Abadi–

Needham (BAN) logic” [55] and “Automated Validation

of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA)

software validation tool” [58], [59].

A. INFORMAL ANALYSIS

We conduct the informal analysis for demonstrating that

the proposed protocol prevents from a variety of attacks

and supports patient anonymity, untraceability, and mutual

authentication.

1) Replay and MITM attacks

The assumed adversary model of the proposed protocol

can obtain transmitted messages through a public chan-

nel. However, an attacker cannot replay and MITM at-

tacks with these messages because every transmitted mes-

sage contains timestamp. Each timestamp is generated by

the sender and included in the calculation process of

hash values Li1 = h(Xi||HIDi||T1||IDCS), and Li2 =
h(VCS ||SKi−CS ||IDCS ||T2). An attacker cannot forge Xi

and HIDi of Li1 and VCS of Li2. Therefore, an attacker

cannot forge these hash values and the proposed protocol

successfully prevents from the replay and MITM attacks.

2) Session key disclosure attack

An attacker can attempt to obtain session key SKi−CS

directly. It is computed using HIDi, VCS , and Xi. However,

an attacker should obtain (ai, ri) or rCS to calculate Xi

and VCS . Also, HIDi is encrypted with Xi. However, an

attacker cannot obtain values ai, ri, and rcs using transmitted

messages over a public channel. Therefore, the attacker fails

to obtain session key SKi−CS .

3) Impersonation attack

An attacker can impersonate legitimate Pi and attempt to

send an authentication message. In this attack, an attacker

must be able to generate a legitimate authentication mes-

sage (PKi, Di, P IDi, T1). However, the attacker cannot

generate legal PIDi, as PIDi is calculated using secret

identity SIDi. Therefore, CS checks ě(PIDi, PKCS)
?
=

ě((HIDi ∗ Li1) ∗ PKTA, Xi) and if it is not equal, then the

attacker is aborted by CS. Therefore, the proposed protocol

allows preventing from the impersonation attack.

4) Smart card stolen attack

If an attacker obtains or steals smart card SCi of legit-

imate Pi, then the attacker can extract the stored value

(Ai, Bi, Ci, Regi) from SCi using the power analysis attack.

However, the attacker cannot obtain any information about Pi

such as IDi and PWi, and an attacker cannot calculate PIDi

to generate a legitimate authentication message. Therefore,

the proposed protocol defends from the smart card stolen

attack.
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5) Off-line guessing attack

The assumed adversary model allowed that an adversary can

guess any one of the identity IDi and password PWi of a

patient Pi at the same time. The attacker can also extract

the credentials (Ai, Bi, Ci, Regi) from the smart card SCi of

the patient Pi and eavesdrop transmitted messages through

a public channel, where HPWi = h(IDi||PWi||ai), Ai =
h(IDi||PWi)⊕ ai, Bi = HPWi⊕ bi, Ci = SIDi⊕ bi ∗P ,

and Regi = h(ai||bi||HPWi||SIDi). However, the adver-

sary cannot calculate ai = Ai⊕h(IDi||PWi) without know-

ing both correct guessing of IDi and PWi at the same time.

Thus, the adversary can not verify either IDi or PWi using

the extracted HPWi. Accordingly, the proposed protocol can

prevent off-line guessing attack.

6) Perfect forward secrecy

Let us suppose that an attacker obtains secret key sCS of the

cloud server. Then, the attacker can calculate Xi and HIDi

using a transmitted message (PKi, Di, P IDi, T1). However,

the attacker still cannot calculate session key SKi−CS =
h(HIDi||VCS ||Xi), as the attacker cannot calculate VCS

without (ai, ri) or rCS that are secret or random numbers.

Thus, the proposed protocol ensures perfect forward secrecy.

7) Privileged-insider attack

If an attacker is a privileged insider, then an attacker can

obtain HIDi during the patient registration process and

sCS during the cloud server registration process. Then, the

attacker can calculate Xi = PKi ∗ sCS . However, CS
generates a random number rCS in the session, and the

attacker cannot calculate the session key SKi−CS , as the at-

tacker cannot calculate VCS = rCS ∗PKi without obtaining

rCS . Therefore, the proposed protocol can prevent from the

privileged-insider attack.

8) Stolen verifier attack

If an attacker steals a verification table CIDi stored in

CS, the attacker can try to guess IDi of a legitimate pa-

tient Pi. For guessing IDi, the attacker should calculate

h(HIDi||sCS) and check CIDi
?
= h(HIDi||sCS). How-

ever, the attacker cannot obtain sCS , which is a secret key of

CS. Therefore, the attacker cannot obtain real identity of Pi.

Therefore, the proposed protocol is secure against the stolen

verifier attack.

9) Known session-specific temporary information attack

If an attacker can obtain random numbers ri and rCS gener-

ated in the session, then the attacker can compute VCS =
rCS ∗ PKi. However, the attacker still cannot calculate

Xi = PKi ∗sCS without obtaining sCS or ai. Therefore, the

attacker cannot calculate SKi−CS = h(HIDi||VCS ||Xi),
and the proposed protocol can prevent from the known

session-specific temporary information attack.

10) Patient anonymity

Patient anonymity is guaranteed in the proposed protocol.

Pi sends (PKi, Di, P IDi, Ti) in the authentication phase.

However, an attacker cannot obtain the real identity IDi of

Pi from this message, as it is dependent on random number

ri. Therefore, the attacker is not able to obtain the real

identity IDi of Pi and the proposed protocol ensures patient

anonymity.

11) Patient untraceability

To provide patient untraceability, an attacker must not

be able to trace a patient through transmitted messages.

In the proposed protocol, authentication request message

(PKi, Di, P IDi, T1) is dependent on random number ri.
Authentication request messages differ in every session so

the attacker cannot trace a patient through the messages

of past sessions. Therefore, the proposed protocol ensures

patient untraceability.

12) Mutual authentication

According to 1), an attacker cannot generate a legal

PIDi. Therefore, CS can authenticate Pi through calcu-

ating ě(PIDi, P )
?
= ě((HIDi ∗ Li1) ∗ PKTA, PKTA).

Furthermore, the attacker cannot generate a legal Li2

so that Pi can authenticate CS by checking Li2
?
=

h(VCS ||SKi−CS ||IDCS ||T2). Therefore, mutual authentica-

tion is enabled in the proposed protocol.

13) Data verifiability

After data are uploaded in the cloud server, the hash of

the data is recorded on the blockchain as a transaction, and

patients and doctors can obtain the hash of the data from the

blockchain. If an attacker succeeds to modify or forge the

health data stored in the cloud server, patients and doctors

can verify whether the data are corrupted using the hash

of the data. Therefore, the proposed protocol enables data

verifiability.

14) Access control

The proposed protocol can provide fine-grained access con-

trol of a patient’s health data. Pi sets access tree for their

health data and encrypts the data with the access tree, and

then uploads the encrypted data to the CS. Then, only doc-

tors who have a proper attribute set which satisfies the access

tree of the health data can request the data to CS and decrypt

it with their attribute keys. Therefore, the proposed scheme

can provide fine-grained access control of the patient’s health

data.

B. BAN LOGIC ANALYSIS

The BAN logic analysis [54], [56], [55] can prove secure

mutual authentication of a communication protocol. We con-

duct the BAN logic analysis of the proposed protocol in this

section. Table 3 describes the notations and the following

statements represent the basic rules of the BAN logic.
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TABLE 2. BAN logic notations

Notation Description

ρ1, ρ2 Two principals

µ1, µ2 Two statements

SK The session key

ρ1| ≡ µ1 ρ1 believes µ1

ρ1| ∼ µ1 ρ1 once said µ1

ρ1⇒ µ1 ρ1 controls µ1

ρ1 ⊳ µ1 ρ1 receives µ1

#µ1 µ1 is fresh

(µ1)K µ1 is encrypted with K

ρ1
K
←→ ρ2 ρ1 and ρ2 have shared key K

1. Message meaning rule (MMR) :

ρ1

∣

∣

∣
≡ ρ1

K
↔ ρ2, ρ1 ⊳ (µ1)K

ρ1| ≡ ρ2| ∼ µ1

2. Nonce verification rule (NVR) :

ρ1| ≡ #(µ1), ρ1| ≡ ρ2

∣

∣

∣
∼ µ1

ρ1| ≡ ρ2| ≡ µ1

3. Jurisdiction rule (JR) :

ρ1| ≡ ρ2| =⇒ µ1, ρ1| ≡ ρ2| ≡ µ1

ρ1

∣

∣

∣
≡ µ1

4. Belief rule (BR) :

ρ1

∣

∣

∣
≡ (µ1, µ2)

ρ1

∣

∣

∣
≡ µ1

5. Freshness rule (FR) :

ρ1

∣

∣

∣
≡ #(µ1)

ρ1

∣

∣

∣
≡ #(µ1, µ2)

1) Goals

The goals for proving mutual authentication of the proposed

protocol are defined as follows:

Goal 1: Pi| ≡ Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS

Goal 2: Pi| ≡ CS| ≡ Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS

Goal 3: CS| ≡ Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS

Goal 4: CS| ≡ Pi| ≡ Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS

2) Idealized forms

The idealized forms based on the BAN logic of the proposed

protocol are as below:

Msg1 : Pi → CS : (PKi, HIDi, T1)Xi

Msg2 : CS → Pi : (VCS , HIDi, T2)Xi

3) Assumptions

The assumptions of the BAN logic are as below:

A1: CS| ≡ #(T1)

A2: Pi| ≡ #(T2)

A3: Pi| ≡ CS ⇒ (Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS)

A4: CS| ≡ Pi ⇒ (Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS)

A5: Pi| ≡ Pi
Xi←→ CS

A6: CS| ≡ Pi
Xi←→ CS

A7: Pi| ≡ (HIDi)

A8: Pi| ≡ CS| ≡ (HIDi)

4) BAN logic proof

We implement the BAN logic analysis of the proposed pro-

tocol as below:

Step 1: S1 is obtained from Msg1.

S1 : CS ⊳ (PKi, HIDi, T1)Xi

Step 2: S2 is obtained by applying the MMR using S1 and

A6.

S2 : CS| ≡ Pi| ∼ (PKi, HIDi, T1)Xi

Step 3: S3 is obtained by applying the FR using S2 and

A1.

S3 : CS| ≡ #(PKi, HIDi, T1)Xi

Step 4: S4 is obtained by applying the NVR using S2 and

S3.

S4 : CS| ≡ Pi| ≡ (PKi, HIDi, T1)Xi

Step 5: S5 is obtained from S4 and the BR.

S5 : CS| ≡ Pi| ≡ (PKi, HIDi)

Step 6: S6 is obtained from VCS = rcs ∗ PKi, and the

session key SKi−CS = h(HIDi||VCS ||Xi).

S6 : CS| ≡ Pi| ≡ (Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS) (Goal 4)

Step 7: S7 is obtained by applying the JR using A4 and

S6.

S7 : CS| ≡ (Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS) (Goal 3)

Step 8: S8 is obtained from Msg2.

S8 : Pi ⊳ (VCS , HIDi, T2)Xi

Step 9: S9 is obtained by applying the MMR using A5

and S8.
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S9 : Pi| ≡ CS| ∼ (VCS , HIDi, T2)Xi

Step 10: S10 is obtained by applying the FR using A2 and

S9.

S10 : Pi| ≡ #(VCS , HIDi, T2)Xi

Step 11: S11 is obtained by applying the NVR using S9

and S10.

S11 : Pi| ≡ CS| ≡ (VCS , HIDi, T2)Xi

Step 12: S12 is obtained by applying the BR using A8 and

S11.

S12 : Pi| ≡ CS| ≡ (VCS)

Step 13: S13 is obtained from A7, S12, and the session

key SKi−CS = h(HIDi||VCS ||Xi).

S13 : Pi| ≡ CS| ≡ (Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS) (Goal 2)

Step 14: S14 is obtained by applying the JR using A3 and

S11.

S14 : Pi| ≡ (Pi
SKi−CS
←−−−−→ CS) (Goal 1)

FIGURE 4. Role of Pi

FIGURE 5. Role of goals, and environment

FIGURE 6. Simuation summary

C. AVISPA SIMULATION

The broadly-accepted “Automated Validation of Internet Se-

curity Protocols and Applications (AVISPA)” simulation tool

[58], [59] can verify that an authentication protocol is secure

against replay and MITM attacks.

In this section, we prove the security against replay

and MITM attacks using the AVISPA simulation tool.

The AVISPA tool implements communication using the

High-Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL) [60].

HLPSL takes as input one of four back-end models, namely,

“On-the-Fly Model Checker (OFMC)” [61], “Tree Automata

based on Automatic Approximations for Analysis of Se-
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curity Protocol (TA4SP)”, “Constraint Logic-based Attack

Searcher (CL-AtSe)” [62], and “SAT-based Model Checker

(SATMC)”. This input is converted to “Intermediate Format

(IF)” then output is “Output Format (OF)”. In general, the

AVISPA tool uses two models OFMC and CL-AtSe for

formal verification. If OF is SAFE for OFMC and CL-AtSe

models, we can say that the protocol has security against

replay and MITM attacks. We provide the implementation

details of Pi in Figure 4. The implementation details of

TA and CS is similar to Pi. And the Figure 5 presents

the role of goals, and environment. The simulation summary

is represented in Figure 6. Under CL-AtSe, the translation

time is 0.08 seconds and summary is SAFE and it takes

7.55 seconds as a search time for visiting 1168 nodes with

depth 9 piles in OFMC model. The summaries indicate that

the proposed protocol is safe. Thus, we can say that the

proposed protocol ensures the security against replay and

MITM attacks.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide the result of comparing the com-

putation and communication costs of the proposed protocol

and compared security features with the related protocols

[17], [18], [20], [21], [22].

A. COMPUTATION COST

According to the experiments performed in [57], the compu-

tation cost of each operation is obtained on a computer with

Intel Pentium Dual CPU E2200 2.20GHz processor, 2 GB

RAM and the Ubuntu 12.04.1 LTS 32 bit operation system.

The time complexity of each operation is as follows:

• Tbp: time complexity of the bilinear pairing operation≈
5.811 ms

• Thp: time complexity of the map-to-point hash opera-

tion ≈ 12.418 ms

• Texp: time complexity of the modular exponentiation

operation ≈ 3.85 ms

• Tmul: time complexity of the scalar multiplication oper-

ation ≈ 2.226 ms

• Trng: time complexity of the random number generation

≈ 0.539 ms

• Ted: time complexity of the symmetric encryp-

tion/decryption ≈ 0.0046 ms

• Th: time complexity of the one-way hash operation ≈
0.0023 ms

We do not consider the computation cost of an exclu-

sive OR operation because it is negligible. The total com-

putation cost of the scheme proposed in [17] is 2Tbp +
4Thp + 5Tmul + 2Trng + 6Th ≈ 73.5158 ms. And, the

total computation cost of the scheme proposed in [18] is

2Tbp +4Thp +6Tmul +2Trng +2Ted +4Th ≈ 75.7464 ms.

The total computation cost of the scheme proposed in [20] is

2Thp + 16Tmul + 2Trng + 10Th ≈ 61.553 ms. The scheme

proposed in [21] has Tbp+Texp+9Tmul+2Trng+2Ted+8Th

≈ 30.8006 ms as the total computation cost. Also, the

total computation cost of the scheme proposed in [22] is

TABLE 3. Computation cost comparison

Scheme Computation cost

Wang and Zhang [17] 2Tbp + 4Thp + 5Tmul + 2Trng + 6Th

≈ 73.5158 ms
Jiang et al. [18] 2Tbp + 4Thp + 6Tmul + 2Trng + 2Ted + 4Th

≈ 75.7464 ms
Liu et al. [20] 2Thp + 16Tmul + 2Trng + 10Th

≈ 61.553 ms
Chen and Peng [21] Tbp + Texp + 9Tmul + 2Trng + 2Ted + 8Th

≈ 30.8006 ms
Khatoon et al. [22] 2Tbp + 4Thp + 7Tmul + 2Trng + 2Ted + 4Th

≈ 77.9724 ms
Proposed 2Tbp + 13Tmul + 2Trng + 9Th ≈ 41.6587 ms

2Tbp +4Thp +7Tmul +2Trng +2Ted +4Th ≈ 77.9724 ms.

The proposed protocol incurs 2Tbp+13Tmul+2Trng+9Th ≈
41.6587 ms as the computation cost. The summary is repre-

sented in Table 3. As represented in Table 3, the proposed

protocol has slightly higher computation cost compared to

that in the scheme [21]. However, the proposed protocol has

lower communication cost and provides superior security as

compare to those for other existing competing schemes.

B. COMMUNICATION COST

We compare the total communication cost of the proposed

protocol and the related protocols [17], [18], [20], [21], [22].

According to the scheme in [57], we also define the bit sizes

of a one-way cryptographic hash output (message digest)

and the group element of G1 as 160 bits and 1024 bits,

respectively. Furthermore, according to the scheme [37], we

define bit sizes of the identity and timestamp as 128 bits and

32 bits, respectively.

TABLE 4. Communication cost comparsion

Scheme Communication cost

Wang and Zhang [17] 2432 bits
Jiang et al. [18] 2592 bits
Liu et al. [20] 4704 bits

Chen and Peng [21] 4608 bits
Khatoon et al. [22] 2592 bits

Proposed 3456 bits

In the scheme proposed in [17], the message M1 =
(RC , TC , AuthC) requires 1024 + 32 + 160 = 1216 bits, and

the message M2 = (RAP , TAP , AuthAP ) needs 1024 + 32 +

160 = 1216 bits. Therefore, the communication cost required

in the scheme [17] is 1216 + 1216 = 2432 bits. In the scheme

[18], the message M1 = (RC , TC , AuthC) with AuthC =
EKC

(IDC ||TC ||rC) needs 1024 + 32 + 320 = 1376 bits,

whereas the message M2 = (RAP , TAP , AuthAP ) demands

1024 + 32 + 160 = 1216 bits. The total communication

cost of the scheme proposed in [18] is then 1376 + 1216

= 2592 bits. In the scheme proposed in [20], the message

M1 = (IDC , PKC , PC) requires 128 + 1024 + 1024 =

2176 bits, the message M2 = (IDA, PKA, PA) needs 2176

bits, the message M3 = (MACC , T ) needs 160 + 32 =

192 bits, and the final message M4 = (MACA) demands

160 bits. Accordingly, the total communication cost of the

scheme proposed in [20] is 2176 + 2176 + 192 + 160 =

12 VOLUME 4, 2016
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TABLE 5. Comparison of security features

Security features [17] [18] [20] [21] [22] Proposed

Replay and MITM attacks O O O O O O
Session key disclosure attack O O O O O O
Off-line guessing attack O O − − O O
Impersonation attack X O O O O O
Perfect forward secrecy O O O O X O
Privileged-insider attack − − − − − O
Stolen verifier attack O O O − − O
Known session-specific temporary information − − − − X O
Patient anonymity O O X O O O
Patient unlinkability O O X O O O
Mutual authentication X O O O O O
Decentralized X X X X X O
Verifiability X X X X X O
Access control X X X X X O

X : Insecure. O : Secure. − : Not considered.

4704 bits. In the scheme proposed in [21], the message

M1 = (VC , Authc, TC) is 1024 + 2368 + 32 = 3424

bits, whereas the message M2 = (RAP , AuthAP ) requires

1024 + 160 = 1184 bits. Therefore, the total communication

cost of the scheme proposed in [21] is 3424 + 1184 =

4608 bits. In the scheme proposed in [22], the message

LRi = (Ri, Ti, Authi) with Authi = Eki
(IDi||Ti||ri)

needs 1024 + 32 + 320 = 1376 bits, whereas the message

MA = (Rs, Ts, Auths) demands 1024 + 32 + 160 = 1216

bits. Therefore, the total communication cost of the scheme in

[22] is 1376 + 1216 = 2592 bits. In the proposed protocol, the

authentication request message (PKi, Di, P IDi, T1) needs

1024 + 160 + 1024 + 32 = 2240 bits, and the response

message (RCS , Li2, T2) requires 1024 + 160 + 32 = 1216

bits. Therefore, the proposed protocol incurs 2240 + 1216

= 3456 bits as the communication cost. Table 4 represents

a comparative study on communication costs among the

proposed protocol and other competing schemes [17], [18],

[20], [21], [22]. As represented in Table 4, the proposed

protocol has low communication cost as compared to the

schemes [20], [21]. Though compared to the schemes [17],

[18], [22], the proposed protocol has slightly higher com-

munication cost, but the proposed protocol has significantly

lower computation cost and provides more security features

as compared to these schemes.

C. SECURITY FEATURES

Table 5 represents the comparison of security features with

the related protocols proposed by Wang and Zhang [17],

Jiang et al. [18], Liu et al. [20], Chen and Peng [21], and

Khatoon et al. [22]. We have considered several security

and functionality features, such as a) “resistant to replay

and MITM attacks”, b) “resistant to session key disclosure

attack”, c) “resistant to off-line guessing attack”, d) “resistant

to impersonation attack”, e) “preservation of perfect forward

secrecy”, f) “resistant to privileged-insider attack”, g) “resis-

tant to stolen verifier attack”, h) “resistant to known session-

specific temporary information attack”, i) “preservation of

patient anonymity”, j) “preservation of patient unlinkability”,

k) “support to mutual authentication”, l) “support to de-

centralization”, m) “verifiability”, and n) “support to access

control”. From Table 5, it is clear to observe that the proposed

scheme provides superior security and more functionality

features as compared to those for other existing schemes [17],

[18], [20], [21], [22].

VIII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a secure protocol for a cloud-assisted TMIS

with access control using blockchain. The proposed model

utilized the blockchain technology to guarantee data integrity

in the cloud server and applied consortium blockchain for

scalability and low computation cost. Moreover, we em-

ployed CP-ABE for access control of stored data in the cloud

so that the proposed model achieved fine-grained access

control. Furthermore, the proposed protocol included regis-

tration, authentication, data upload, treatment, and checkup.

We conducted informal analysis to show that the proposed

protocol prevents from a variety of attacks and we com-

pared the security features of the proposed protocol with the

related protocols. We also utilized the BAN logic analysis

for proving that it supports secure mutual authentication,

and AVISPA to show that it is safe for MITM and replay

attacks. Furthermore, we compared computation blue and

communication costs of the proposed protocol with the re-

lated protocols. We demonstrated that the proposed protocol

is efficient and has better safety compared to the related pro-

tocols. Thus, the proposed protocol is proper for a practical

TMIS environment. In the future work, our goal is to simulate

a whole network and secure protocol to design a new scheme

being more pracitcal in TMIS.
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